MFL
Can you label some items around your

This is your chance to broaden your
everyday vocabulary in the language
that you study!

house in either Spanish, French or
German?

Your task is to get up of your seat and
get labelling items around your house
in either Spanish, French or German.
You can label anything you like and as
many things as you like, just
remember to take photos to send to
us!
Why not challenge yourself and use
adjectives to describe your items too?

You can label as many as
you want and can be as
creative as you like (even if
that means labelling a pet
or a family members’ hair
etc as long as you’re asking
for permission)
Try to describe your item
using some adjectives
(describing words)
REMEMBER TO THINK
ABOUT:
-Word order
-The rules surrounding
masculine and feminine and
neuter nouns

Can you give a detailed
explanation about the language
you have used?
Why have you ordered it the way
you have?
If you have a feminine word, what
does your adjective look like and
why?

My time:
Find some items in your house that you would like to label on a
post-it note or piece of paper. These can be items which you already
know in your other language or not as you can do some research to
find out how to say them in your second language.
Take a picture of what you label and send them to us. If you label
several things you might want to make a collage of all of your
pictures.
If it is an item you are researching yourself we suggest you use a
dictionary if you have one or the online dictionary called word
reference

Une chaise
blanche

Achievement
You should have found some items
around the house which you can now
talk about in your second language.
You will also be able to describe them
using adjective that you either already
know or have looked up using trusted
dictionaries.

Extension
Tell me more about
the item to help you to
extend your
sentences.
-Where is it? .e.g. The
kitchen.
-Who it belongs to?
-What is it for?

Email or send your entry into your Modern Languages Teacher – Miss. G. Williams, Miss C. Williams or Mr. Rice

